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Scandid is the largest shopping assistant for online and local shopping and launched in 2012.  It’s 
AI-powered discovery and personalization engine helps the user in discovering great deals & saving 
ŘţřĘƾɎ�QƗ�ĘřîĊőĘƍ�ƗĵĘ�ƝƍĘƆ�Ɨţ�đĹƍċţƷĘƆ�ƃƆţđƝċƗƍɏ�ĹřƍƗîřƗőƾ�ċţŘƃîƆĘ�ƃƆĹċĘƍɏ�Ǜřđ�ċţƝƃţřƍ�îřđ�ţǘĘƆƍ�ĭƆţŘ�
hundreds of online shopping portals, and mobile apps in India like Flipkart, Amazon, Myntra, and more & 
maximize their savings.  

The user can also scan or search the product before buying it from the local stores. And can make the best 
ƍĵţƃƃĹřĮ�đĘċĹƍĹţřƍ�Ċƾ�ǛřđĹřĮ�ţƝƗ�ƗĵĘ�őţƸĘƍƗ�îƷîĹőîĊőĘ�ƃƆĹċĘ�ĭţƆ�î�ƃƆţđƝċƗ�îřđ�ƗĵĘ�ƃőîċĘ�ţĭ�îƷîĹőîĊĹőĹƗƾɎ�QƗ�
also helps in getting the "phygital"  shopping experiences from nearby malls. 

£ċîřđĹđ�Ĺƍ�îƷîĹőîĊőĘ�ţř��őîƾƍƗţƆĘ�ƸĹƗĵ�ţƷĘƆ�î�ŘĹőőĹţř�ĹřƍƗîőőƍ�îřđ�ƗĵĘ�ƝƍĘƆƍ�ĮĘƗ�ƃƝƍĵ�řţƗĹǛċîƗĹţřƍ�ţř�ƗĵĘĹƆ�
ŘţĊĹőĘ�ƃĵţřĘ�îĊţƝƗ�ċţƝƃţřƍɏ�ţǘĘƆƍɏ�îřđ�ĊĘƍƗ�đĘîőƍɎ
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£ċîřđĹđ�ƗĘîŘ�ĵîđ�đĹǙċƝőƗĹĘƍ�ƸĹƗĵ�ƝƍĘƆ�ţřĊţîƆđĹřĮ�îřđ�ƆĘƗĘřƗĹţř�ţĭ�ĹƗƍ�ƝƍĘƆƍ�îĭƗĘƆ�ƗĵĘĹƆ�ǛƆƍƗ�ĘřĮîĮĘŘĘřƗ�
with the app.

ɘ��'ĹǙċƝőƗƾ�Ĺř�đĘċĹđĹřĮ�ƗĵĘ�ƝƍĘƆ�ţřĊţîƆđĹřĮ�ǜţƸ
   The user onboarding experience was the biggest challenge for the Scandid team. The team was unable 
   to decide on their onboarding strategy.

ɘ����őţƸ�řƝŘĊĘƆ�ţĭ�ƝƍĘƆ�ƍĹĮřƝƃƍ
   The app was successfully downloaded from the Playstore and installed in the mobile but the users were 
���ĵîƷĹřĮ�đĹǙċƝőƗƾ�ƸĹƗĵ�ƗĵĘ�ƍĹĮřƝƃ�ƃƆţċĘƍƍɎ

ɘ��³ƍĘƆ�ƆĘƗĘřƗĹţř�
���ĵĘƆĘ�Ƹîƍ�î�őţƸĘƆ�řƝŘĊĘƆ�ţĭ�ƝƍĘƆƍ�ƆĘƗƝƆřĹřĮ�Ɨţ�ƗĵĘ�îƃƃ�îĭƗĘƆ�ƗĵĘ�ǛƆƍƗ�őîƝřċĵɎ���řđ�ƗĵĘ�ƗĘîŘ�Ƹîƍ�ƝřîĊőĘ�
���Ɨţ�Ǜřđ�ţƝƗ�ƗĵĘ�ƆĘîƍţřƍ�ĊĘĵĹřđ�ƗĵĘ�ĊƆţŎĘř�ĘƽƃĘƆĹĘřċĘɎ

�ƆţĊőĘŘ

£ĘĘŎĹřĮ�£ţőƝƗĹţřƍ�Ĺř

Overhaul their 
ţřĊţîƆđĹřĮ�ǜţƸ

Find friction point in 
the sign-up process

Why lower user retention 
îĭƗĘƆ�ƗĵĘ�ǛƆƍƗ�őîƝřċĵ



£ċîřđĹđ�ƗĘîŘ�ĹřƗĘĮƆîƗĘđ�³ƍĘƆ0ƽƃĘƆĹţƆ�ĹřƗţ�ƗĵĘĹƆ�ŘţĊĹőĘ�îƃƃ�Ɨţ�ƍĘĘ�ƗĵĘ�ƝƍĘƆ�đĹǙċƝőƗĹĘƍ�îřđ�Ǜřđ�îřƍƸĘƆƍ�Ɨţ�
certain questions on the user journey. 

'ĹîĮřţƍĘ�ƗĵĘ�yřĊţîƆđĹřĮ�0ƽƃĘƆĹĘřċĘ�

•  The Scandid team used the session replay tool to drill down into the recordings of both single-user as 
   well as aggregate users to understand the usability and design issues of the app. The design and product 
���ƗĘîŘ�ƸĘƆĘ�îĊőĘ�Ɨţ�ĹŘƃƆţƷĘ�ƗĵĘ�³Q�îřđ�ǜţƸ�ţĭ�ţřĊţîƆđĹřĮ�ĊîƍĘđ�ţř�ƗĵĘ�ƗĹŘĘ�ƍƃĘřƗ�ţř�ƍċƆĘĘřƍɎ�

•  The crash and ANR analysis helped the team to identify the actions that led to the crash in the 
   on-boarding process. They reproduced the crash accurately to pinpoint the exact user action or 
���ƍĘƅƝĘřċĘ�ţĭ�ƝƍĘƆ�îċƗĹţřƍ�ƗĵîƗ�őĘđ�Ɨţ�î�ċƆîƍĵɎ�DĹřîőőƾɏ�ƗĵĘƾ�ƸĘƆĘ�îĊőĘ�Ɨţ�ƍƝċċĘƍƍĭƝőőƾ�Ǜƽ�ƗĵĘ�ĹƍƍƝĘ�ƗĵîƗ�őĘđ�
   to the crash 

DĹƽ�ƗĵĘ� ƆţŎĘř�0ƽƃĘƆĹĘřċĘ�

•  With session replays available for every user, the team was able to see that most of the users were 
   returning from the walkthrough page as they were not aware of what to do next. The product team was 
���îĊőĘ�Ɨţ�Ǜƽ�ƗĵĘƍĘ�đĘîđ�ċőĹċŎƍ�îřđ�ŘîđĘ�ƗĵĘ�ƝƍĘƆ�řîƷĹĮîƗĹţř�ƍŘţţƗĵɎ�

•  The team was able to see that the OTP API was taking too much time. This led to user fatigue and hence 
���ƗĵĘ�řƝŘĊĘƆ�ţĭ�ƍĹĮřƝƃƍ�Ƹîƍ�őţƸɎ�ĵĘƾ�ǛƽĘđ�ƗĵĘ�y��ĹƍƍƝĘ�ƗĵîƗ�őĘđ�Ɨţ�î�ƍĹĮřĹǛċîřƗ�ĹřċƆĘîƍĘ�Ĺř�ƗĵĘ�
   signups.

£ţőƝƗĹţřƍ



Scandid team keeps looking for ways to deliver the best app experience to the users and in their quest, 
they started to use UserExperior crash analytics and heatmaps tool.

0ƽƃĘƆĹĘřċĘ�QŘƃƆţƷĘŘĘřƗƍ

³ƍîĊĹőĹƗƾ�QŘƃƆţƷĘŘĘřƗƍ�Ĺř�³Q�îřđ�ĭƝřċƗĹţřîőĹƗƾ�

The team drilled down into the heatmap and crash analytics to identify the places which were 
detrimental to the user navigation. They got a sneak-peek into the rage taps performed by the 
user when he/she was frustrated with the signup process. 

³ƍĘƆ�aţƝƆřĘƾ�QŘƃƆţƷĘŘĘřƗƍ

The product and design teams were able to read the gesture distribution data which gave them 
crucial insights about the user behavior on the app. The users were not in the know on where to 
Įţ�îĭƗĘƆ�ƗĵĘ�ƍĹĮřƝƃ�îřđ�ƗĵĘ�ƃƆţđƝċƗ�ƗĘîŘ�Ƹîƍ�îĊőĘ�Ɨţ�ĹđĘřƗĹĭƾ�ƗĵĹƍ�ĹƍƍƝĘɎ�ĵĘƾ�ǛƽĘđ�ƗĵĹƍ�ĊƆţŎĘř�
experience and made the user navigation seamless across the app.



³ƍĘƆ0ƽƃĘƆĹţƆ�Ĺƍ�ĭţƝřđĘđ�Ĺř�ǧǥǦǫ�ƸĹƗĵ�î�ƷĹƍĹţř�Ɨţ�ĵĘőƃ�ŘţĊĹőĘ�ǛƆƍƗ�ĊƝƍĹřĘƍƍ�đĘőĹƷĘƆ�ƗĵĘ�
best possible user experience to their customers. UserExperior is used by UI/UX 
designers, Product Managers, Mobile App Developers to understand user experience 
issues experienced by their customers. UserExperior records every interaction on your 
îƃƃɏ�ĘřîĊőĹřĮ�ƾţƝ�Ɨţ�ĹđĘřƗĹĭƾɏ�îřîőƾǇĘ�îřđ�Ǜƽ�ƝƍĘƆ�ĘƽƃĘƆĹĘřċĘ�ĹƍƍƝĘƍɎ

ÍĹƍĹƗ�Ɲƍ�îƗ�ƸƸƸɎƝƍĘƆĘƽƃĘƆĹţƆɎċţŘ

and over 100 more brands trust
UserExperior

³ƍĘƆ0ƽƃĘƆĹţƆ


